Judges Comments
Lorna Dawson, Wedgefield Wheelbarrow
In this work we can see the distinct style the artist is developing and appreciate the
impressive intensity to her technique. She uses a painstaking stippling method, and the
many tiny points generate an impression of the whole work appearing to vibrate. She
applies a great high-key combination of colours. The use of the intense blues, stark
shadows and 'hot light' give a real sense of the Pilbara climate. Lorna is an emerging
Aboriginal painter, choosing urban subjects and appropriating local icons of the built
environment in her own style. There is a feeling of joy in her approach to painting and there
are many details for the viewer to find and enjoy, like the fascinating skewed angles in the
composition and the various patterned surfaces.
Maddie Sharrock, M.S in ISO 2020
This sculptural work uses an immediately recognisable form - a cheap, mass produced
foam esky. It is an almost iconic item in Australian leisure culture, which we associate with
fishing and tradies' lunches. Here though, an item normally hollow in the centre and used to
keep things cold has been melted down and cast solid. It is a playful reconfiguration of the
object and takes on tactile qualities. We see remnants of the original colour and texture,
but layered into the form are other organic materials and matter. We appreciate the
technical skills in creating a mould and casting the form, and also enjoy the play between
control and chaos in this work - the process is technical yet open to chance,
experimentation and discovery.
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Angelina Karadada Boona, Wandjina Emerging
This powerful depiction of a Wandjina captured our attention from the outset. Its subtle
palette of rich earthy creams rendered in natural pigments and ochre echo the traditions of
traditional painting practices in caves of the Kimberley. The artist has taken great care in
her choices of colour and materiality, and in doing so has honoured the cultural and artistic
lineage of the Kara-dada family, to which she belongs. The work expresses a deep
attachment to Country and the ancestral creators of the artist's homelands in a way that is
both powerful and reflective.
Amy Mukherjee, Pulling Myself Together
In this deeply personal and conceptually rigorous work, Mukherjee shares with audiences
the most personal of inner dialogues, detailing her journey through life, from her dreams
and hopes, to her fears and regrets. The materials selected by Mukherjee for this work are
delicate, fragile and require patience and consideration in fashioning them into a work of
art, perhaps a reflection of the processes she employs in navigating the world. The
structure of pleats and thread opens to reveal her innermost thoughts, yet it could easily be
employed to hide them – complete retreat in the pull of a single thread. The work conveys
the tentativeness we all feel in revealing our truths to others.
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Lori Pensini, Mother
This is a very accomplished painterly work that presents a picture of rural and regional life
honouring the role of women in agriculture. With a quintessentially Western Australian
emphasis and a dusty colour palette this composition subtly and skill-fully captures
collective care of the environment within agriculture. The artist clearly understands the
human body and alludes to art historical cannons and religious iconography. The
composition is balanced, capturing movement in the texture of hair, fabric and wattle
flowers. We love the presentation of the equal role women play putting in the hard work and
care in farming industries.
Debra Thomas, Yiliarra
This work is a masterful composition with delicious movement and flow of lines. Capturing a
sense of the physical landscape with a strong spiritual understanding this work uses a
sophisticated colour palette with pleasurable flow and rhythm. A celebration of country this
work stood out immediately as a powerful and layered representation of the landscape and
the artists relationship to it.
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